HAY ACCESSORIES 2018

HAY Accessories is a unique collection of everyday items and creative collaborations with internationally renowned designers such as Shane Schneck, George Sowden, Inga Sempé, Clara Von Zweigbergk and many others.

Keeping the focus on quality, detail and functionality, HAY strives to offer distinctive fabrics, unexpected designs and unusual products that serve a specific purpose or can be used in a variety of contexts. From playful kitchen items to unique decorative objects, textural bedroom items and functional office essentials – every single item is selected for its ability to provide functionality and aesthetic value to the home and office.
MOHAIR BLANKET

DESIGN BY HAY

WITH ITS LUXURIOUS MOHAIR-MERINO WOOL BLEND, HAY’S MOHAIR BLANKET HAS A THICK, TUFTED TEXTURE IN CONTRAST STRIPES AND IS FINISHED WITH FRINGED ENDS. AVAILABLE IN DIFFERENT DESIGNS.

MATERIAL: MOHAIR, MERINO WOOL
SOFT STRIPE CUSHION

DESIGN BY HAY

HAY’S SOFT STRIPE CUSHION COLLECTION COMPRISES AN ASSORTMENT
OF COLOURFUL VELVET CUSHIONS IN CONTRASTING STRIPES.

MATERIAL: COTTON, FEATHER FILLING
MONO BLANKET
DESIGN BY HAY

CRAFTED IN SOFT, PURE WOOL, HAY’S MONO BLANKET FEATURES A TWILL STRUCTURE THAT CREATES DISTINCTIVE DIAGONAL WOVEN LINES. THE BLANKET IS AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF COLOUR OPTIONS.

MATERIAL: WOOL
DOT CUSHION SOFT
DESIGN BY HAY

CHARACTERISED BY THE COLOURED COVERED BUTTONS ON THE CUSHION, HAY’S DOT CUSHION HAS BECOME A DESIGN CLASSIC IN MANY HOMES. THIS VERSION IS CRAFTED IN VELOUR FABRIC AND IS AVAILABLE IN A WIDE RANGE OF DIFFERENT COLOURS.

MATERIAL: COTTON, POLYESTER FILLING
COLOUR CUSHION
DESIGN BY SCHOLTEN & BAIJINGS

DESIGNED BY DUTCH DESIGN DUO SCHOLTEN & BAIJINGS, THIS SQUARE CUSHION FEATURES STRIPES IN GRADUATING COLOURS. MERINO WOOL COVER AND FEATHER FILLING. AVAILABLE IN FOUR DIFFERENT DESIGNS.

MATERIAL: MERINO WOOL, FEATHER FILLING
MEGA DOT
DESIGN BY HAY

MEGA DOT IS A MONOCOLOURED BED COVER FEATURING A CIRCULAR PATTERN THAT COMBINES MODERN DESIGN IDEALS WITH A SUBTLE AND SENSUOUS GRAPHIC EXPRESSION.

MATERIAL: COTTON, POLYESTER FILLING
PEAS RUG
DESIGN BY HAY

PEAS IS WOVEN IN INDIA. THE COLOURED WOOL FELT BALLS HAVE SLIGHT NUANCES THAT GIVE THE COLLECTION A UNIQUE AND VERSATILE EXPRESSION.

MATERIAL: WOOL
HANG

DESIGN BY HAY

HAY’S HANG IS AN ELEGANT AND MINIMALISTIC CLOTHES HANGER IN POLISHED STEEL. COMES IN A SET OF FIVE.

MATERIAL: STEEL
MEGA DOT
L245 X W235 CM
LIGHT GREY
COLOUR CUSHION
L50 X H50 CM
NO. 3

MEGA DOT
L245 X W235 CM
DARK GREEN
COLOUR CUSHION
L50 X H50 CM
NO. 4

MEGA DOT
L245 X W235 CM
RUST
COLOUR CUSHION
L50 X H50 CM
NO. 8

MEGA DOT
L245 X W235 CM
GREEN
COLOUR CUSHION
L50 X H50 CM
NO. 9

MEGA DOT
L245 X W195 CM
DARK GREEN

MEGA DOT
L245 X W195 CM
SOFT YELLOW

MEGA DOT
L245 X W195 CM
GREEN

MEGA DOT
L245 X W195 CM
DARK GREY

MEGA DOT
L245 X W195 CM
RUST

MEGA DOT
L245 X W195 CM
LIGHT GREY

MEGA DOT
L245 X W235 CM
GREEN

MEGA DOT
L245 X W235 CM
DARK GREY

MEGA DOT
L245 X W235 CM
RUST

MEGA DOT
L245 X W235 CM
LIGHT GREY
FROTTÉ

DESIGN BY AMANDA BORBERG

CRAFTED IN SOFT, ABSORBENT COTTON, THE FROTTÉ TOWEL SERIES IS MADE IN A VARIETY OF MUTED COLOURS TO CREATE A CONTEMPORARY BATHROOM ESSENTIAL. AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES.

MATERIAL: COTTON
TANN
DESIGN BY ANDREAS ENGELSVIK

KEEPING THE SIMPLE DESIGN AND FUNCTIONAL, THE TANN TOOTHBRUSH IS MANUFACTURED BY TOOTH CARE PROFESSIONALS JORDAN. MADE WITH A PLASTIC HANDLE AND NYLON BRUSHES IN A VARIETY OF COLOURS.

MATERIAL: PLASTIC, NYLON
RICE PAPER LAMP
DESIGN BY HAY

FEATURING A CLASSIC CIRCULAR LANTERN DESIGN IN LIGHTWEIGHT PAPER AND RIBBED BAMBOO FRAME, HAY’S RICE PAPER LAMPSHADE EMITS A SOFT LIGHT AND CAN BE USED ANYWHERE IN THE HOME. AVAILABLE IN THREE SIZES.

MATERIAL: PAPER, BAMBOO, IRON
MONO UMBRELLA
DESIGN BY HAY

HAY’S MONO UMBRELLA FEATURES A COLOURED CANOPY WITH TONAL SHAFT AND HANDLE FOR A CLEAN, COHESIVE LOOK. MADE WITH A WATER-PROOF POLYESTER DOME AND COMFORTABLE, CURVED HANDLE.

MATERIAL: MATERIAL STEEL, POLYESTER, PLASTIC, FIBREGLASS
HAY AND INGA SEMPÉ’S RUBAN MIRRORS ARE A RANGE OF RIBBON-EDGED MIRRORS. THE OAK FRAME IS WRAPPED IN PLAIN OR STRIPED RIBBON THAT SOFTENS THE EDGES AND ALSO FUNCTIONS AS A LOOP FOR HANGING. CAN BE HUNG INDIVIDUALLY OR ARRANGED IN A CLUSTER.

MATERIAL: MIRROR, OAK VENEER, MDF, POLYESTER RIBBON, BRASS PIN
BOX BOX

DESIGN BY HAY

BOX BOX COMBINES SIZES AND COLOURS TO ORGANISE AND STORE SMALLER ITEMS. MADE IN THICK CARDBOARD WITH MATCHING LID.

MATERIAL: CARDBOARD
HAY’S BOTANICAL FAMILY SERIES COMPRISSES A SERIES OF BRASS AND CERAMIC PLANT POTS WITH MATCHING SAUCERS. THE POTS ARE AVAILABLE IN DIFFERENT COLOURS AND SIZES AND CAN BE COMBINED TO CONTRAST THE DIFFERENT MATERIALS.

MATERIAL: CERAMIC, BRASS
TIME
DESIGN BY HAY

WITH ITS ORGANIC, SOFT SHAPE AND COMPLEMENTARY COMBINATIONS IN CLEAR AND COLOURED GLASS WITH FINE SAND, HAY’S TIME HOURGLASS OFFERS A CONTEMPORARY TWIST ON THE CLASSIC HOURGLASS TIMER.

MATERIAL: GLASS, SAND
TELA VOTIVE
DESIGN BY SILO STUDIO

TELA GLASSWARE WAS ORIGINALLY FORMED BY EXPERIMENTING WITH BLOWING MOLTEN GLASS INTO STITCHED TEXTILE BAGS. LIGHT, STRONG AND WITH DISTINCT DETAILING, THESE TEALIGHT HOLDERS CREATE A SOFT GLOW. COME IN A SET OF TWO WITH DIFFERENT COLOURED GLASS OPTIONS.

MATERIAL: GLASS
ANALOG

DESIGN BY SHANE SCHNECK

INSPIRED BY THE CLASSIC BAROMETER, SHANE SCHNECK’S ANALOG CLOCK CELEBRATES THE TIMELESS APPEAL OF TRADITIONAL ANALOGUE METHODS. WITH THE FOCUS ON THREE-DIMENSIONAL TANGIBILITY IN CONTRAST TO DIGITAL MINIMALISM, ANALOG PROTRUDES FROM THE WALL AND FEATURES ROD-SHAPED 3D HANDS TO CREATE A BOLD, SIMPLE STATEMENT. MADE FROM POWDER-COATED ALUMINIUM AND AVAILABLE IN TWO DIFFERENT COLOURS.

MATERIAL: POWDER COATED ALUMINIUM
THE HANDY AND PRACTICAL PLASTIC TOOLBOX IS DESIGNED BY SHANE SCHNECK WITH EXTRA COMPARTMENTS AT THE SIDES AND TOP OF THE HANDLE TO OPTIMISE STORAGE SPACE. AVAILABLE IN TWO COLOURS.

MATERIAL: PLASTIC
FLY SWATTER
DESIGN BY HAY

FEND OFF FLIES, WASPS AND OTHER BUZZING MENACES WITH HAY’S FLY SWATTER. MADE IN METAL WIRE MESH WITH CARDBOARD TRIM AND A LONG HANDLE, IT IS AN EFFECTIVE TOOL AGAINST INSECTS.

MATERIAL: WIRE MESH
DUSTER

DESIGN BY HAY

HAY’S MERINO DUSTER IS AN EFFECTIVE WAY TO ELIMINATE DUST AND COBWEBS. FEATURING A THICK, BRIGHTLY COLOURED MERINO WOOL PELT AND A LONG, SLENDER HANDLE IN NATURAL WOOD WITH A HOLE AT THE END FOR HANGING.

MATERIAL: MERINO WOOL, BEECH
MOROCCAN VASE

DESIGN BY HAY

HAND-BLOWN IN MOROCCO, THESE PAINTED GLASS VASES ARE AN EASY WAY TO ADD A POP OF COLOUR TO A ROOM. CRAFTED FROM RECYCLED GLASS, THEY ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO DIFFERENT SIZES IN A VARIETY OF MONOCOLOURED OR COLOUR-BLOCKED DESIGNS.

MATERIAL: GLASS
JESSICA HANS MUG AND VASE

DESIGN BY JESSICA HANS

BASED ON A HANDMADE DESIGN, BUILT AND DECORATED WITH MATERIALS IN THEIR NATURAL STATE, JESSICA HANS’ STONEWARE VASES AND MUGS HAVE A DELIBERATELY UNEVEN AND IRREGULAR DESIGN. THE DESIGN COLLABORATION WITH HAY IS INTENDED TO ENCAPSULATE JESSICA’S ORGANIC AND ABSTRACT WORK IN A FUNCTIONAL OBJECT, WITH THE SPORADIC USE OF COLOURS AND SHAPES MAKING EACH VASE UNIQUE.

MATERIAL: STONEWARE
COLOUR CRATE
DESIGN BY HAY

MULTIFUNCTIONAL PLASTIC CRATES WITH VENTILATED AND STACKABLE DESIGN IN A VARIETY OF DIFFERENT COLOURS.
MATERIAL: POLYPROPYLENE
KALEIDO

DESIGN BY CLARA VON ZWEIGBERGK

CLARA VON ZWEIGBERGK’S BACKGROUND AS A GRAPHIC DESIGNER AND ORIGAMIST IS CLEARLY EVIDENT IN HER KALEIDO TRAY COLLECTION FOR HAY, WHERE HER INTUITIVE SENSE OF COLOUR COMBINATION MANIFESTS ITSELF IN A MYRIAD OF SHAPES AND SHADES. THIS SERIES OF STEEL, GEOMETRICALLY-SHAPED TRAYS CAN BE USED INDIVIDUALLY AS BURSTS OF UNSPECTED COLOUR OR STORED INSIDE EACH OTHER TO CREATE FUNCTIONAL AND IMAGINATIVE CONSTELLATIONS.

MATERIAL: POWDER COATED STEEL
IRIS COLLECTION
DESIGN BY CLARA VON ZWEIGBERGK

SOFT FORMS WITH SHARP EDGES ARE COMBINED WITH MUTED TONES TO CREATE A MILD YET DISTINCTIVE EXPRESSION IN IRIS COLLECTION. THE ULTRA-THIN PORCELAIN HAS BEEN HANDCRAFTED IN JAPAN AND LEFT UNGLAZED TO CREATE A MATT FINISH THAT REINFORCES THE VASE’S UNDERSTATED ELEGANCE. AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF HEIGHTS AND COLOURS.

MATERIAL: CERAMIC
MONO NOTEBOOK

DESIGN BY HAY

A MONOCOLOURED NOTEBOOK FEATURING PAGE EDGES IN THE SAME COLOUR AS THE COVER.

MATERIAL: PAPER
ANYTHING
DESIGN BY MICHAEL SODEAU

MICHAEL SODEAU’S FUNCTIONAL COLLECTION OF OFFICE ESSENTIALS COMPRISSES A STAPLER, TAPE DISPENSER AND SCISSORS IN A STAND. FEATURING A PLASTIC CASING AND AVAILABLE IN THREE DIFFERENT COLOURS.

MATERIAL: ABS PLASTIC, STEEL AND IRON
COLOUR VASE
DESIGN BY SCHOLTEN & BAIJINGS

CURVED FORMS WITH SUBTLE LINES CREATE A WARM AND CONTEMPORARY LOOK WITH SCHOLTEN & BAIJINGS’ COLOUR VASE. THE GLASS VASES COME IN DIFFERENT SIZES AND COLOURS TO SUIT YOUR FLORAL ARRANGEMENT REQUIREMENTS.

MATERIAL: HAND BLOWN GLASS
CONTAINER

DESIGN BY HAY

THE HAY CONTAINER IS A PRACTICAL GLASS JAR WITH MATCHING LID IN COLOURED AND CLEAR GLASS, DESIGNED FOR ORGANIZING AND STORING SMALL ITEMS. AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF COLOURS AND SIZES.

MATERIAL: GLASS
COLOURED BOROSILICATE GLASS IS USED TO CREATE THIS DISTINCT AND FUNCTIONAL MUG AND CUP DUO. THE MUG HAS A ROUNDER, MORE SYMMETRICAL SHAPE, WHILE THE CUP HAS A RIMMED EDGE AND ARCHED HANDLE. AVAILABLE IN DIFFERENT COLOURS.

MATERIAL: BOROSILICATE GLASS
HAY’S SPOT VOTIVE IS A SET OF GLASS TEALIGHT HOLDERS INGRADUATING SHADES OF COLOUR. AVAILABLE AS A SET OF FIVE IN DIFFERENT COLOUR COMBINATIONS.

MATERIAL: GLASS
FROTTÉ / GUEST
W50 X L100 CM
BLUE

FROTTÉ / GUEST
W50 X L100 CM
DARK GREEN

FROTTÉ / GUEST
W50 X L100 CM
MINT GREEN

FROTTÉ / GUEST
W50 X L100 CM
ROSE

FROTTÉ / GUEST
W50 X L100 CM
WARM YELLOW

FROTTÉ / BATH
W100 X L150 CM
BLUE

FROTTÉ / BATH
W100 X L150 CM
DARK GREEN

FROTTÉ / BATH
W100 X L150 CM
MINT GREEN

FROTTÉ / BATH
W100 X L150 CM
ROSE

FROTTÉ / BATH
W100 X L150 CM
WARM YELLOW

TANN
ROSE

TANN
BEIGE

TANN
COREL

TANN
LIGHT BLUE
ANALOG
Ø27 X H6,5 CM
LIGHT YELLOW

ANALOG
Ø27 X H6,5 CM
WHITE

TOOL BOX
L30,5 X W21 X H14,5 CM
DUSTY GREEN

TOOL BOX
L30,5 X W21 X H14,5 CM
GREY

FLY SWATTER
L51,5 X W10,5 CM

DUSTER / MERINO WOOL
L56 CM
BLUE

DUSTER / MERINO WOOL
L56 CM
RED
MOROCCAN VASE / S
Ø9,5 X H20,5 CM
PINK

MOROCCAN VASE / S
Ø9,5 X H20,5 CM
PURPLE

MOROCCAN VASE / L
Ø14 X H29 CM
GREEN

MOROCCAN VASE / L
Ø14 X H29 CM
PINK

MOROCCAN VASE / L
Ø14 X H29 CM
YELLOW

JESSICA HANS VASE
Ø15 X H27 CM
GLOSSY COW

JESSICA HANS VASE
Ø15 X H27 CM
MIRO

JESSICA HANS MUG
Ø9 X H9 CM
GREEN COW

JESSICA HANS MUG
Ø9 X H9 CM
MELTING POT

JESSICA HANS MUG
Ø9 X H9 CM
SHERBET
COLOUR CRATE
L26,5 X W17 X H10,5 CM
KHAKI

COLOUR CRATE
L26,5 X W17 X H10,5 CM
NAVY

COLOUR CRATE
L26,5 X W17 X H10,5 CM
LIGHT BLUE

COLOUR CRATE
L26,5 X W17 X H10,5 CM
NUDE

COLOUR CRATE
L26,5 X W17 X H10,5 CM
LIGHT GREY

COLOUR CRATE
L26,5 X W17 X H10,5 CM
SALMON

COLOUR CRATE
L26,5 X W17 X H10,5 CM
LIGHT YELLOW

KALEIDO / XS
W19 X D11 CM
OLIVE GREEN

KALEIDO / XS
W19 X D11 CM
LIGHT AMBER

KALEIDO / XS
W19 X D11 CM
PEACH

KALEIDO / XS
W19 X D11 CM
DARK GREEN

KALEIDO / XS
W19 X D11 CM
RED

KALEIDO / XS
W19 X D11 CM
ROYAL BLUE

KALEIDO / XS
W19 X D11 CM
DARK RED

KALEIDO / XS
W19 X D11 CM
BLACK
KALEIDO / S
W22 X D19 CM
BLACK

KALEIDO / S
W22 X D19 CM
RED

KALEIDO / S
W22 X D19 CM
WHITE

KALEIDO / S
W22 X D19 CM
ROYAL BLUE

KALEIDO / S
W22 X D19 CM
PEACH

KALEIDO / S
W22 X D19 CM
EMERALD GREEN

KALEIDO / M
W33.5 X D19.5 CM
PEACH

KALEIDO / M
W33.5 X D19.5 CM
DARK GREEN

KALEIDO / M
W33.5 X D19.5 CM
GREY

KALEIDO / L
W39 X D34 CM
BLACK

KALEIDO / XL
W45 X D39 CM
GREY

KALEIDO / XL
W45 X D39 CM
WHITE

IRIS VASE / S
Ø11.5 X H13 CM
GREEN

IRIS VASE / S
Ø11.5 X H13 CM
OFF WHITE

IRIS VASE / L
Ø14 X H17 CM
GREY

IRIS VASE / L
Ø14 X H17 CM
OFF WHITE
IRIS VASE / L
Ø14 X H17 CM
YELLOW

IRIS MUG / ROUND
Ø8.5 X H9 CM
OFF WHITE

IRIS MUG / SHARP
Ø8.5 X H9 CM
OFF WHITE

IRIS MUG / SHARP
Ø8.5 X H9 CM
GREY

IRIS PENHOLDER / ROUND
Ø8 X H9 CM
GREY

IRIS PENHOLDER / SHARP
Ø8.5 X H9 CM
GREEN

MONO NOTEBOOK
L21 X W15 X D1 CM
LIGHT GREY

MONO NOTEBOOK
L21 X W15 X D1 CM
BLACK

MONO NOTEBOOK
L21 X W15 X D1 CM
MINT

MONO NOTEBOOK
L21 X W15 X D1 CM
SOFT PINK

MONO NOTEBOOK
L21 X W15 X D1 CM
WARM YELLOW

MONO NOTEBOOK
L21 X W15 X D1 CM
YELLOW

51
COLOUR VASE / L
Ø13.5 X H19 CM
BLUE

COLOUR VASE / L
Ø13.5 X H19 CM
GREEN

COLOUR VASE / L
Ø13.5 X H19 CM
TRANSPARENT

COLOUR VASE / L
Ø13.5 X H19 CM
PINK

COLOUR VASE / XL
Ø13 X H27.5 CM
BLUE

COLOUR VASE / L
Ø13.5 X H19 CM
GREEN

COLOUR VASE / L
Ø13.5 X H19 CM
TRANSPARENT

COLOUR VASE / L
Ø13.5 X H19 CM
PINK

CONTAINER / S
Ø7.5 X H7 CM
BROWN

CONTAINER / S
Ø7.5 X H7 CM
CLEAR

CONTAINER / S
Ø7.5 X H7 CM
GREY

CONTAINER / S
Ø7.5 X H7 CM
NUDE

CONTAINER / S
Ø7.5 X H7 CM
RED

CONTAINER / M
Ø9.5 X H5 CM
GREY

CONTAINER / M
Ø9.5 X H5 CM
MINT

CONTAINER / L
Ø9.5 X H9.5 CM
BROWN
CONTAINER / L
Ø9.5 X H9.5 CM
CLEAR

BOROSILICATE / CUP
Ø8 X H6.5 CM
AQUA

SPOT VOTIVE
Ø5 X H6.5 CM
GREEN

CONTAINER / L
Ø9.5 X H9.5 CM
GREY

BOROSILICATE / MUG
Ø8 X H8.5 CM
AMBER

SPOT VOTIVE
Ø5 X H6.5 CM
GREY

CONTAINER / L
Ø9.5 X H9.5 CM
DARK BLUE

BOROSILICATE / MUG
Ø8 X H8.5 CM
PINK

SPOT VOTIVE
Ø5 X H6.5 CM
RED

CONTAINER / L
Ø9.5 X H9.5 CM
MILK

SPOT VOTIVE
Ø5 X H6.5 CM
YELLOW
MARBLED TEAPOT

DESIGN BY HAY

BY MIXING COLOURED PORCELAIN WITH WHITE STONEWARE EACH TEAPOT HAS A UNIQUE SWIRLED PATTERN. ITS CLASSIC SHAPE FEATURES AN EASY GRIP HANDLE AND ANTI–DRIP SPOUT THAT MAKES IT EASY TO USE.

MATERIAL: PORCELAIN, STONEWARE
MARBLED JUG

DESIGN BY HAY

THE JUG IS EXTRA-LARGE AND CAN BE USED FOR CONTAINING LIQUIDS, STORING ITEMS, AS A VASE OR SIMPLY AS AN ORNAMENT.

MATERIAL: PORCELAIN, STONEWARE
RAINBOW

DESIGN BY HAY

HAY’S RAINBOW COLLECTION IS MADE FROM DURABLE PORCELAIN WITH A SLIGHTLY TRANSLUCENT COLOURED LACQUER. SEVERAL COLOUR OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM.

MATERIAL: PORCELAIN
INDIAN PLATE RACK

DESIGN BY HAY

HAY’S INDIAN PLATE RACK IS MADE IN STRONG AND DURABLE STAINLESS STEEL. THE COMPACT AND FUSS-FREE DESIGN IS EASY TO MOUNT ON A WALL AND FEATURES A VARIETY OF SHELVES AND COMPARTMENTS FOR STORING CUTLERY, CROCKERY AND OTHER KITCHEN UTENSILS.

MATERIAL: STAINLESS STEEL
INGA SEMPÉ’S SERIES OF METAL BASKETS COMPRISSES MORE SHAPES WITH DIFFERENT OUT CUTS, EACH FEATURING IRREGULAR JAGGED TEETH TO CREATE A DISTINCT APPEARANCE. DESIGNED AS A BREAD BASKET, BUT ALSO APPROPRIATE FOR STORING A VARIETY OF ITEMS IN DIFFERENT ROOMS.

MATERIAL: STEEL
SERVING TRAY XL
DESIGN BY HAY

A SIMPLE, CIRCULAR SHAPE WITH SHINY FINISH RESULTS IN THIS FUNCTIONAL AND DECORATIVE TRAY. HAY’S SERVING TRAY XL IS MADE IN STAINLESS STEEL AND CAN BE USED FOR SERVING MEALS OR CARRYING DRINKS.

MATERIAL: STEEL
SWIRL BOWL
DESIGN BY HAY

HAY’S SWIRL BOWL IS A SHALLOW TERRACOTTA BOWL FEATURING A SWIRLING DESIGN IN CONTRASTING COLOURS. THE MARBLED EFFECT IS HAND PAINTED, SO THERE ARE NO TWO PATTERNS ALIKE.

MATERIAL: TERRACOTTA
WITH ITS DISTINCTIVE RHOMBUS SHAPE, THE RHOM TRIVET IS A PRACTICAL AND MODERN ACCESSORY FOR YOUR DINING TABLE. MADE IN HEAT-RESISTANT SILICONE, IT PROTECTS YOUR SURFACES FROM HOT SAUCEPANS AND POTS.

MATERIAL: SILICONE
DESIGNER GEORGE SOWDEN’S COFFEE AND TEA POT COMPRISÉ A PORCELAIN EXTERIOR WITH INNOVATIVE SOFTBREW™ BREWING DEVICE THAT INFUSES THE COFFEE AND TEA THROUGH A CENTRALLY LOCATED MICRO-THIN STAINLESS STEEL FILTER TO ENHANCE THE FLAVOUR.

MATERIAL: PORCELAIN, STAINLESS STEEL AND PLASTIC
SOWDEN BOTTLE
DESIGN BY GEORGE SOWDEN

CONTRASTING COLOURS MAKE FOR A PLAYFUL EXPRESSION WITH GEORGE SOWDEN’S BOTTLE SERIES. CRAFTED IN STAINLESS STEEL WITH A PLASTIC SCREW LID, THE FUNCTIONAL DESIGN IS SUITABLE FOR CONTAINING HOT AND COLD DRINKS. AVAILABLE IN DIFFERENT SIZES AND COLOURS.

MATERIAL: STAINLESS STEEL, POLYPROPYLENE
CHOPPING BOARD

DESIGN BY HAY

CHOPPING BOARD IS MADE OF HYGIENIC POLYETHYLENE WITH STAY-PUT DOTS UNDERNEATH FOR EXTRA STABILITY. SUITABLE FOR HOME USE AS WELL AS INDUSTRIAL KITCHENS.

MATERIAL: POLYETHYLENE
HAY’S SOFT ICE SERIES IS MADE IN DURABLE ENAMELLED STEEL WITH A MARBLE PATTERN.

MATERIAL: ENAMELLED STEEL
ICE CUBE TRAY

DESIGN BY HAY

HAY’S ICE CUBE TRAY HAS A SIMPLE, COMPACT DESIGN WITH A MOULD THAT HOLDS 8 ROUND ICE CUBES. CRAFTED IN FLEXIBLE AND DURABLE SILICONE FOR EASY REMOVAL AND CLEANING. DISHWASHER SAFE.

MATERIAL: SILICONE
JUG
DESIGN BY JOCHEN HOLZ

EXPERT GLASS ARTIST JOCHEN HOLZ HAS CREATED THIS GLASS JUG FOR HAY. THE SIMPLE, ORGANIC DESIGN HAS A STRONG YET GRACEFUL EXPRESSION, REINFORCED BY THE SHAPED RIM AND DOWNWARD CURVE OF THE HANDLE. MADE FROM BOROSILICATE GLASS SO IT IS EXTRA HEAT RESISTANT.

MATERIAL: BOROSILICATE GLASS
EVERYDAY
DESIGN BY BIG–GAME

DESIGNED BY SWISS DESIGN STUDIO BIG–GAME, EVERYDAY CUTLERY IS A CUTLERY SERIES COMPRISING PLAIN KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS AND TEASPOONS. IT IS MADE IN DURABLE STAINLESS STEEL.

MATERIAL: BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL
HAY’S SHELVING UNIT PROVIDES A FUNCTIONAL AND SIMPLE STORAGE SOLUTION FOR KITCHENS, BEDROOMS OR OTHER HOME SPACES. THE POWDER-COATED STEEL FRAME FEATURES EXPOSED HINGES AND SLIDERS THAT REINFORCE THE RAW, INDUSTRIAL LOOK.

MATERIAL: STEEL
PORTER
DESIGN BY SHANE SCHNECK

PORTER is an ingenious wooden kitchen roll holder that allows you to put a kitchen roll on the straight rod, and lock it in place by twisting the top of the rod, which also doubles as a handle.

MATERIAL: BLACK, PALE GREY, ASH, OILED OAK, OAK
KITCHEN TOWEL

DESIGN BY HAY

HAY’S KITCHEN TOWEL FEATURES A SIMPLE STRIPE OF COLOUR AND IS MADE IN PURE COTTON.

MATERIAL: COTTON
TEA TOWEL
DESIGN BY SCHOLTEN & BAIJINGS

CRAFTED IN PURE COTTON AND FEATURING AN ALL-OVER CHECKED PATTERN, HAY’S TEA TOWELS ARE AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF COLOURS. COMES IN A PACK OF 2.

MATERIAL: COTTON
KITTY SPONGE
DESIGN BY HAY

COLOURFUL CAT-SHAPED SPONGES THAT MAKE WASHING THE DISHES A LITTLE BIT MORE FUN.

MATERIAL: POLYESTER, POLYURETHANE
KITCHEN UTENSILS

DESIGN BY DEPPING JØRGENSEN

DEPPING JØRGENSEN’S KITCHEN UTENSILS SERIES COMPRISéS
A SPATULA, SPOON AND SALAD SET IN SOLID BEECH, AND ARE
USEFUL BASICS FOR ANY KITCHEN.

MATERIAL: BEECH
DISH DRAINER

DESIGN BY SHANE SCHNECK

A TRIO OF FUNCTIONAL DESIGNS FOR DRAINING THE DISHES, SHANE SCHNECK’S DISH DRAINER COMPRISSES A RIDGED MELAMINE TRAY, STEEL PLATE RACK AND SILICONE CUTLERY HOLDER. THE CONTRASTING SHAPES, MATERIALS AND COLOURS ADD VISUAL INTEREST TO THIS EVERYDAY KITCHEN ESSENTIAL.

MATERIAL: POWDER COATED STEEL, SILICONE, MELAMINE
MARBLELED TEAPOT
Ø10 X H8.5 CM
LIGHT BLUE

MARBLELED TEAPOT
Ø10 X H8.5 CM
LIGHT PINK

MARBLELED TEAPOT
Ø10 X H8.5 CM
MINT GREEN

MARBLELED TEAPOT
Ø10 X H8.5 CM
LIGHT YELLOW

MARBLELED TEAPOT
Ø10 X H8.5 CM
ROSE

MARBLELED TEAPOT
Ø10 X H8.5 CM
TURQUIS

MARBLELED TEAPOT
Ø10 X H8.5 CM
WARM YELLOW

MARBLELED JUG
Ø16 X H21 CM
BLACK

MARBLELED JUG
Ø16 X H21 CM
BLUE

MARBLELED JUG
Ø16 X H21 CM
BROWN

RAINBOW MUG
Ø7.5 X H9 CM
LIGHT BLUE, LIGHT PINK, MINT GREEN, LIGHT YELLOW

RAINBOW PLATE / S
Ø20 CM / LIGHT BLUE, LIGHT PINK, MINT GREEN, LIGHT YELLOW, SAND, TURQUIS, WARM YELLOW

RAINBOW PLATE / M
Ø24 CM / LIGHT BLUE, LIGHT PINK, MINT GREEN, LIGHT YELLOW, SAND, TURQUIS, WARM YELLOW

RAINBOW PLATE / DEEP
Ø22 CM
LIGHT BLUE, SAND

RAINBOW BOWL / S
Ø14 X H4.5 CM / LIGHT BLUE, LIGHT PINK, MINT GREEN, LIGHT YELLOW, ROSE, SAND, TURQUIS, WARM YELLOW

RAINBOW BOWL / L
Ø23 X H6.5 CM / LIGHT BLUE, LIGHT PINK, MINT GREEN, LIGHT YELLOW, ROSE, SAND, TURQUIS, WARM YELLOW

RAINBOW SUGAR BOWL
Ø10 X H8.5 CM
LIGHT BLUE
SOWDEN
0,5L Ø7 X H26 CM
MINT

CHOPPING BOARD / M
RECTANGULAR
L30 X W20 X H2,5 CM
GREEN

CHOPPING BOARD / M
RECTANGULAR
L30 X W20 X H2,5 CM
BORDEAUX

CHOPPING BOARD / M
RECTANGULAR
L30 X W20 X H2,5 CM
LIGHT YELLOW

CHOPPING BOARD / L
RECTANGULAR
L40 X W25 X H2,5 CM
LIGHT BLUE

CHOPPING BOARD / L
RECTANGULAR
L30 X W20 X H2,5 CM
BURNT ORANGE

CHOPPING BOARD / XL
RECTANGULAR
W50 X D30 X H2,5 CM
GREY

CHOPPING BOARD / M
ROUND
Ø25 X H3,5 CM
BORDEAUX

CHOPPING BOARD / M
ROUND
Ø25 X H3,5 CM
CORAL

CHOPPING BOARD / M
ROUND
Ø25 X H3,5 CM
GREY
EVERYDAY / FORK
BRUSHED
5 PCS. / L19 X D2,5 CM
STAINLESS STEEL

EVERYDAY / KNIFE
BRUSHED
5 PCS. / L20 X D2 CM
STAINLESS STEEL

EVERYDAY / SPOON
BRUSHED
5 PCS. / L18,5 X D3,5 CM
STAINLESS STEEL

EVERYDAY / TEASPOON
BRUSHED
5 PCS. / L13,5 X D3 CM
STAINLESS STEEL

SHELVING UNIT
L75 X D43 X H200 CM
LIGHT GREY

SHELVING UNIT
L75 X D43 X H200 CM
DARK GREEN

SHELVING UNIT
L75 X D43 X H200 CM
DUSTY BLUE

SHELVING UNIT
L75 X D43 X H200 CM
BURGUNDY

PORTER
Ø13,5 X H36 CM
BLACK

PORTER
Ø13,5 X H36 CM
OILED OAK

PORTER
Ø13,5 X H36 CM
UNTREATED

PORTER
Ø13,5 X H36 CM
PALE GREY

PORTER
Ø13,5 X H36 CM
GREY

PORTER
Ø13,5 X H36 CM
PETROLEUM
HAY